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Executive Overview

Some server vendors are content to deliver highly powered, high-density servers into a data center that may be fast approaching the limits of its power and thermal capacity, and then hand off the difficult job of managing the power and thermal needs of those systems to the data center administrator. IBM understands the necessity of managing data center power and cooling resources and costs, and the need to limit the capital costs of upgrading to handle additional equipment.

IBM PowerExecutive™ can help you manage your power and cooling “budget” and stave off those capital improvements for as long as possible.

It is a standard feature built into selected IBM System x™ and BladeCenter® servers that enables you to measure, track and control server power consumption. IBM PowerExecutive is a valuable tool for your data center. It helps you understand how energy is used within the data center, and it enables you acquire the insight required to optimize your servers and their workloads to attain the best performance—while adhering to the power supply and cooling constraints of the data center.

IBM PowerExecutive consists of integrated server hardware and firmware that continuously monitor power consumption, regardless of the operating system or workload used. The IBM PowerExecutive Application Tool, a software extension to IBM Director1 5.1x (or later), monitors and displays the collected power measurement data for individual servers. Additionally, it provides analysis of long-term power trends for all servers in the data center with IBM PowerExecutive installed. This assists in the timely planning of costly facilities upgrades so they can be implemented before server power and temperature grow beyond the capacity of the data center.

Future releases of IBM PowerExecutive will help enable data center servers to stay within a preset power budget and automatically adjust server power budgets based on changes to the power supply capacity. Such capabilities could help you to push server performance to greater limits within power-constrained data centers. Also IBM plans to create power conservation techniques that could enable you save power when the server system load is low, thus possibly reducing operating costs.

---

1 IBM Director is a suite of systems management software that ships standard with most IBM System x and BladeCenter servers.
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Solving the Challenges of Server Density and Power Management

Data center performance, space considerations and operating costs are issues that data center administrators confront on a daily basis. The current unpredictability of energy costs, the need to tightly manage data center budgets while striving to increase data center throughput and constraints on capital spending for infrastructure upgrades create ongoing challenges for data center managers and administrators.

Issues limiting full usage of data center capacity include power availability, air conditioning for heat removal, and backup subsystems such as uninterrupted power supplies (UPSs) and generators. Until now, the correct allocation of power and cooling to servers in the data center has been provided using estimated data or by adding an external power meter to the server. Typically, estimation techniques must include large margins to keep server power consumption from exceeding power supply capacity and heat generation from exceeding cooling limits. Some data centers adjust for power and cooling limitations by only partially populating racks and blades in a chassis or by leaving large areas of open space between racks.

Meeting the challenges caused by increased server power consumption and thermal loads requires realtime data about the actual power usage and thermal load during data center operation. Administrators need tools that monitor and report average and peak energy demand as well as track power usage and thermal load trends. External power metering and temperature collection is one option for monitoring actual power consumption and heat generation, but it suffers the disadvantages of being costly and bulky. It also adds hardware that complicates the setup of already crowded data centers. Integrating the sensors that measure power and temperature, and then collecting the measured data on a server-by-server basis, is crucial to the practical management of power and heat in the data center.

IBM PowerExecutive and Energy-efficient Components

IBM PowerExecutive is the first product in a rapidly evolving IBM roadmap that focuses on reducing the cost of power in the data center. IBM PowerExecutive consists of hardware and firmware built into IBM servers to assist clients in managing the power and thermal needs of servers in the data center. The IBM PowerExecutive Application Tool includes three components: the PowerExecutive Server, the PowerExecutive Console and the PowerExecutive Database. The PowerExecutive Console provides an intuitive way to access the data while the server and database dependably collect and store measurements and quickly report energy trend data.

IBM PowerExecutive key features include:
- No additional hardware infrastructure to deploy
- Accurate measurement of power on a per-server basis, using sensors fully integrated into the measured system
- Collecting measurement data without affecting the execution of the workload running on the measured system
- Estimating the maximum power consumption of a server, based upon the current hardware configuration, including all installed options
- Managing and exporting power and thermal trend data

Built-in Metering

The IBM PowerExecutive application tool communicates with the management module in BladeCenter chassis and with the Baseboard Management Controllers (BMCs) in rack-mounted IBM servers. It retrieves both temperature and power measurements in realtime from all systems.
that support IBM PowerExecutive. For legacy servers and components in a BladeCenter chassis that do not have power-measurement hardware, IBM PowerExecutive uses a static estimate of power.

Figure 1 is a screenshot of IBM PowerExecutive displaying the power consumption of a single IBM BladeCenter HS20 blade server. The tool collects average, minimum, and maximum power values from fine-resolution, sub-second moving averages, so that even short bursts of power usage will be detected and available for planning purposes. PowerExecutive Servers also support industry-standard IPMI commands, so that IBM clients can use their own scripts to monitor server-level power usage.

Data Reporting and Trending

To simplify data management, power usage is displayed hierarchically. Data can be viewed for single servers, for a whole BladeCenter chassis, for a rack and even for groups of racks in a data center. Because all power measurements are tracked inside the PowerExecutive Database, it is easy to track power usage trends over a span of weeks or months. This gives a more complete picture of data center power usage.

Continuous power measurement over long periods exposes the dynamic range of server power consumption. This leads to a better understanding of actual power and cooling utilization in the data center and reveals the margin between maximum server power consumption and power supply capacity. Such measurements are crucial to deciding if more servers can be added to the data center without additional power or thermal upgrades.
Managing server energy use using PowerExecutive

IBM PowerExecutive allows IBM clients to measure and track power consumption trends for specific IBM System x servers and BladeCenter blade servers that use Intel™, IBM PowerPC® and AMD processors. The initial list of supported IBM servers and BladeCenter chassis includes:

- BladeCenter HS20 server (machine type 8843)
- BladeCenter JS21 server (8844) — support planned
- AMD LS20 for IBM BladeCenter server (8850)
- All BladeCenter, BladeCenter H and BladeCenter T chassis with installed Advanced Management Modules
- System x server models x3550 and x3650

Data Analysis Made Easy

IBM PowerExecutive supports exporting power data to an external resource, such as a spreadsheet or proprietary energy analysis program. This information can then be used to analyze power consumption and energy needs for the data center as a whole, and even to analyze data center power usage compared to overall building or site energy usage. Accurate power and energy measurements and the analysis of such measurements are crucial for data center planning.

Event Reporting: Captured and Ready for Review

IBM PowerExecutive reports events that can affect power consumption. These reports provide the user with a quick and a reliable method for determining the cause of changes in the power consumption pattern. Among the events reported are:

- Blade server insertion
- Blade server removal
- Chassis going online
- Chassis going offline
- Changes in acoustic mode settings
- Changes to the power allocation policy

Future Capabilities

The data center is a dynamic, changing environment. Unexpected changes in power capacity can be caused by workload spikes, server redeployments and power subsystem failures. IBM intends, in future releases of IBM PowerExecutive, to enable servers to control their own power consumption to fit within a changing power budget. This unique ability to finely adapt power consumption would allow servers to run closer to the power and thermal limits of the data center without a loss in performance. It also enables servers to gracefully survive unexpected reductions in power and cooling subsystems and run longer on backup power. Additionally, you would be able to limit server power consumption to a predetermined budget by the system administrator. Idle servers will use power-saving modes making their power usage allocation available to other, busier servers. Thus, power can be directed and redirected to where it can best be used in the data center. This will make IBM PowerExecutive a unique tool for controlling rising utility costs and managing capital costs and, potentially, avoiding or postponing expensive upgrades.

Additional capabilities are planned that support the general philosophy of providing a toolset that lets IBM servers adapt to a changing environment of workloads, cooling and power distribution, rather than burdening the client with adapting the data center environment to the server.
Conclusion

IBM PowerExecutive is available today on both BladeCenter and rack-mounted IBM servers. It delivers timely, accurate power-consumption information for both individual servers and entire data centers. Trending and analysis tools give IBM clients a clear view of power supply and demand within the data center. The ability to plan and predict power consumption reduces the infrastructure required for redundancy, allows more servers to be installed on smaller power feeds, and thus helps lower overall data center capital and operation costs. Ultimately, this helps IBM clients optimize existing computing resources by using them at levels close to the cooling and power limits of the data center and thus improving workload throughput performance. Future enhancements to IBM PowerExecutive would include the ability to precisely control the maximum power consumption of a server, giving IBM clients flexibility in deploying servers in power-constrained environments.

To download a copy of IBM PowerExecutive, visit our Web site at http://ibm.com/servers/eserver/xseries/systems_management/ibm_director.